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Garbage disposal project of Indonesian Traditional Market.
-Combat proposal of AAI Co. Ltd.
There are around 10,000 Traditional market inside
Indonesia. Recently in Indonesia lots of modern
super market has been established but these old
traditional market totally different than modern
super market. Inside these traditional market such as
like farmers, fisherman and producers can sell their
products directly to the customers. This traditional
market can be call as base market of different types
of product.
Jokowi the new president of Indonesia has been
SAMURAI Incubation Office (Jakarta)
announced his new policy about waste disposal for
traditional super market. The policy is 3R for waste
disposal. Waste disposal project will be held in different places of traditional super market.
Local government is also part of waste disposal project.
AAI co. ltd, PT AWINA and SMEs Ministry of Indonesia is going to establish new Incubation
which name is SAMURAI Incubation. This incubation will help Indonesian Sme company to
start up and skill up their business. On the other hand Incubation will also give all kind of
support to Japanese corporation to start up their business in Indonesia.
The theme of Samurai Incubation is “THE PROBLEM OF WASTE DISPOSAL IN INDONESIA”.
Waste disposal is really the biggest problem in Indonesia. For that reason Samurai Incubator
will work to resolve waste disposal.
Samurai Incubator has already started their work to resolve waste disposal pilot project by
collaborate with Japanese corporation. These waste disposal pilot projects will be held in
JAKARTA city, BANDON city and BUKASHI city.
If this projects will finish successfully it will help to the government to consistent their waste
disposal policy, as waste disposal is also big problem for community in Indonesia Samurai
waste disposal project will help to reduce this problem. In near future lots of employment can
be created by implementing waste disposal project. On the other hand Japanese corporation
has big chance to transfer their waste disposal technology to Indonesia. Japanese corporation
has also chance to sell their disposal plant by producing locally.
There is also chance to enhance their business and exports to other ASEAN countries as well.
Republic of Indonesia has a 40% of the ASEAN population and it has a population bonus from
2015-2030. The average population age is 28 and it is one of the big resources.
AAI Corporation is to promote and contribute of sixth-order industrialization of these
abundance resources in collaboration with Japanese companies.
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